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BANGKOK: Specially designed labels on an empty stand for facemasks read ‘China Fight’ and ‘Wuhan Fight’ in a store in Bangkok yesterday. The World Health Organization declared a global emergency over the new coronavirus, as China
reported the death toll had climbed to 259 with nearly 10,000 infections. —AFP

Expats in China flee 
as virus fears mount
SHANGHAI: Expatriates are leaving coronavirus-hit
China - and not just from the outbreak epicenter in
Wuhan - as worries about their children take hold
and private health care facilities start turning away
the feverish. Some foreigners also fear being
trapped indefinitely as airlines cancel flights and
countries quarantine or limit entry for people who
have recently set foot in the country, according to
interviews with eight people who are or were based
in four Chinese cities.

A growing number of governments are urging
their citizens not to travel to China and the United
Kingdom said yesterday its embassy and consulates
in the country will maintain only a skeleton staff. “It
may be increasingly difficult for those who wish to
leave China to do so, and there is a growing risk of
UK nationals being unable to access medical care
as hospitals become overwhelmed,” the British
embassy said on Saturday.

The virus, declared a global emergency by the
World Health Organization (WHO) on Thursday, has
killed 259 people and spread to some two dozen
countries, although the vast majority of those
known to be infected are in China. Expat chat-
groups are alight with exchanges on the pros and
cons of leaving, and tips on visas. “Wouldn’t go if
we didn’t  have kid,”  Russian expat Maria
Arkhangelskaya, who has a 20-month-old daughter
and left Shanghai for Thailand on Thursday, said via
WeChat.

Meanwhile, many of the costly private clinics
catering to foreigners have started to turn people
with fevers away, raising concerns among the expat
community they would have to rely on local facili-
ties if they needed medical care. “I don’t want to go
to the local hospital with a sore throat only to catch
something else,” said Czech national Veronika
Krubner in Tianjin, who is considering leaving the
country with her 21-month-old daughter.

Private clinic Raffles in Beijing will take the tem-
perature of patients on entry and suspected virus
cases will be referred to public fever clinics, a per-
son answering the appointments hotline said. People
manning the appointment lines at private practices
Parkway Health and Ferguson in Shanghai said the
government had instructed them not to accept
patients with a high temperature, and that they
should be referred to public fever clinics.

Private clinic Jiahui Health said in a January 24
text message to patients in Shanghai that it cannot
screen for the virus and those who have a fever of
over 37.8 degrees Celsius should go to a public
facility designated for treating fever patients.
Visiting a public hospital in China can mean first
waiting in line to get a ticket to see a doctor, only
to wait in an another hours-long queue before
being seen, and language is a barrier for non-
Chinese speakers. Harrowing scenes of panicked
crowds in Wuhan hospitals have circulated on
social media.

One US citizen who is based in Shanghai and
asked not to be identified said he flew home to
California last week. “I’m not worried so much
about the virus as I am about being forced to go to
a Chinese hospital simply for having a fever,” he
said. Over 900,000 foreigners were living in China
last year, according to a January 2019 report in the
official China Daily.—Reuters

BEIJING: China faced deepening isolation over its coronavirus
epidemic yesterday as the death toll soared to 259, with the
United States and Australia leading a growing list of nations to
impose extraordinary Chinese travel bans. With Britain, Russia
and Sweden among the countries confirming their first infec-
tions, the virus has now spread to more than two dozen nations,
sending governments scurrying to limit their exposure.

China toughened its own quarantine measures at the center
of the outbreak in Hubei province, a day after the United States
temporarily barred entry to foreigners who had been in China
within the past two weeks. “Foreign nationals, other than imme-
diate family of US citizens and permanent residents... will be
denied entry into the United States,” Health Secretary Alex Azar
said. Australia said it was barring entry to non-citizens arriving
from China, while Australian citizens who had travelled there
would be required to go into “self-isolation” for two weeks.

Vietnam suspended all flights from mainland China effective
yesterday. Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan also initially appeared
on the list of banned routes but were later removed. Similar
expansive restrictions have been announced by countries
including Italy, Singapore, and China’s northern neighbor
Mongolia. The United States, Japan, Britain, Germany and other
nations had already advised their citizens not to travel to China.
Britain said yesterday it was temporarily withdrawing some
diplomatic staff and their families from across the country, a day
after the US State Department ordered embassy employees to
send home family members under the age of 21.

‘Unkind’
Beijing insists it can contain the virus and called Washington’s

advice against travel to China “unkind”. “Certainly it is not a ges-
ture of goodwill,” foreign ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying
said. The US emergency declaration also requires Americans
returning from Hubei province to be placed in mandatory 14-day
quarantine, and health screening for American citizens coming
from other parts of China.

The virus emerged in early December and has been traced to
a market in Hubei’s capital Wuhan that sold wild animals. It
spread globally on the wings of a Lunar New Year holiday rush

that sees hundreds of millions of Chinese people travel domesti-
cally and overseas. The economic fallout continued Saturday as
Apple announced that all its China stores would be closed until
Feb 9. China’s central bank said it would offer financial support
to businesses hit by the public health emergency.

Mea culpa 
With public anger mounting in China, Wuhan’s top official

admitted late Friday that authorities there had acted too slowly.
“If strict control measures had been taken earlier the result
would have been better than now,” said Ma Guoqiang, the
Communist Party chief for Wuhan. Wuhan officials have been
criticized online for withholding information about the outbreak
until late December despite knowing of it weeks earlier.

China finally lurched into action last week, effectively quaran-
tining whole cities in Hubei and tens of millions of people.
Unprecedented safeguards imposed nationwide include post-
poning the return to school, cutting bus and train routes, and
tightening health screening on travellers nationwide. Yesterda,
authorities in Hubei extended the new year holiday until Feb 13
and announced a suspension of marriage registrations from
tomorrow to discourage public gatherings.

The city of Huanggang, east of Wuhan, said only one member
of each household would be permitted to leave the house every
two days to buy necessities. But the toll keeps mounting at an
ever-increasing pace, with health authorities yesterday saying
46 more people had died in the preceding 24 hours, all but one
in Hubei.

Another 2,102 new infections were also confirmed, bringing
the total to nearly 12,000 - far higher than the Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome outbreak of 2002-03. SARS, which is
caused by a pathogen similar to the new coronavirus and also
originated in China, killed 774 people worldwide -most of them
in mainland China and Hong Kong. The World Health
Organization declared the outbreak a global emergency on
Thursday but later warned that closing borders was probably
ineffective in halting transmission and could accelerate the
virus’s spread. But authorities around the world pressed ahead
with preventive measures.

‘Latent racism’ 
Thai health officials on Friday said a taxi driver became

the kingdom’s first case of human-to-human transmission.
Thailand joins China, Vietnam, Germany, Japan, France and
the United States with confirmed domestic infections. The
health crisis has dented China’s international image and put
Chinese nationals in difficult positions abroad, with com-
plaints of racism.

More than 40,000 workers at a vast Chinese-controlled
industrial park in Indonesia - which also employs 5,000 staff
from China - were put under quarantine, the facility said on
Friday. On the same day, China flew overseas Hubei residents
back to the center of the outbreak in Wuhan on chartered planes
from Thailand and Malaysia, citing “practical difficulties” the
passengers had encountered overseas. Countries have scram-
bled to evacuate their nationals from Wuhan, with hundreds of
US, Japanese, British, French, South Korean, Indian, Bangladeshi
and Mongolian citizens evacuated so far, and more governments
planning airlifts.  —AFP

Governments scurrying to limit exposure as infections spread

Wars, viruses: 
Are robots less 
prone to panic?
LONDON: Widely blamed for volatile “flash
crashes” in currencies and equities, high-frequen-
cy algorithms may also be why shock global
events, including the current coronavirus, seem to
have lost their power to spook markets for any
length of time. Whether stocks, bonds, currencies
or commodities, asset prices seem less prone to
any selloff for very long; the US killing of an
Iranian general and Iran’s retaliatory missile attack
are among potential catastrophes that triggered
violent but surprisingly shortlived reactions just
since the start of 2020.

In both cases, knee-jerk yen-buying and sell-
ing of equities faded within hours, allowing stocks
to scale new record peaks. Now even as China’s
coronavirus threatens to throttle economic
growth, global stocks are not far off all-time highs.
Certainly, many factors are shaping the resilience,
not least central bank money printing and rising
global savings which boosted the value of world
stocks by $25 trillion in the past decade.

Yet it is hard not to link the shift in reaction by
financial markets to the rise of automated trading
strategies. In the past six years, the share of algo-
trading in the $6.6 trillion-a-day FX market has
more than doubled to 27% among fund managers,
a survey by Greenwich Associates found. There is
some reason to believe algos cause volatility,

especially when trading thins and the humans
overseeing them vanish, for instance during public
holidays. That’s what likely happened during the
Wall Street flash crash of 2010 and dramatic but
fleeting yen moves in Jan 2019. But they also offer
the advantage of being able to transact at lighten-
ing speed at any hour of the day or night, with
razor-sharp accuracy and lower overall costs.
Being machines, they are also alien to the common
human impulses of fear and greed that tend to
take over. Algorithmic trading is dispassionate,
said Scott Wacker, global head of fixed income,
currency and commodity e-sales at JPMorgan,
one bank at the forefront of the algo revolution.

“As a result, the reaction function in currency
markets to even major geopolitical news has con-
siderably shortened which enables stability to
return more quickly.” In short, when left-field
events hit, not only can algos scan and react swift-
ly to newsfeed, many now can gauge the potential
asset price impact. The most sophisticated can be
“trained” to learn from the experience before the
next shock.

How it works
One currency trader familiar with algo use said

a machine reading coronavirus cases would typi-
cally buy stocks if informed of “500 new cases, 10
deaths”. “If it’s ‘3000 new cases, 200 deaths’ they
might sell. “The point being that as soon as a
headline is out, the machine-led market is trading
on it,” the trader said, speaking on condition of
anonymity. But the machines had ‘vol triggers’, he
said, meaning they can stop trading when the mar-
ket moves beyond specified limits.

Simple first- and second-generation programs

merely broke down large buy/sell orders into
chunks to minimize market impact. Now algos can
be hooked up to sophisticated language process-
ing technology, to “read and analyse” news feeds,
then react accordingly, all in the space of seconds,
said Antony Foster, head of G10 FX trading at
Nomura. However this can “lead to overreaction in
the first instance”, Foster warned.

The impact in fast-moving markets can be out-
sized if the models rapidly push prices towards
existing buy/sell order levels, trip them and trigger
other orders. That’s what happened when news
broke of Iran’s Jan 8 attack, according to a quant
fund manager, who said algos had bought yen
with the aim of triggering larger buy orders once a
key option barrier was tripped. A plausible com-
parison may be the 0.6% plunge in the S&P 500
within the space of half an hour on Jan. 29. The
move came after American Airlines and Lufthansa
said they were suspending their China flights, but
an hour later, the losses had been recouped.

Stephane Malrait, ING Bank’s head of market
structure and innovation, says in such instances
algos are programmed to check if moves are in
line with price trends. If the swings are in response
to the an incident, human traders can step in to
smooth out the trade, Malrait added. Next, the
algos may gauge the seriousness of the incident
based on patterns of investor behaviour and eco-
nomic consequences that followed previous such
episodes. After the Iran missile attacks, the mes-
sage from the specialized data-crunchers to the
algos was: stand down.

One was Geoquant, a US firm which monitors
geopolitical events and models the asset price
impact. “We modeled our Iranian geopolitical indi-

cator back to seven years... and put the current
tensions against that backdrop,” said Geoquant
CEO Mark Rosenberg, who concluded the risk
would subside, with minimal oil price impact.
Another firm, Predata, applied its machine-reading
algorithm to last September’s attacks on Saudi oil
facilities, which had raised fears of a regional war.

To predict what might happen next, the pro-
gram compares interested parties’ online attention
to a subject, with the media coverage it receives,
Predata CEO Hazem Dawani said. The Saudi event
elicited little reaction from military officials and poli-
cymakers. “The amount of news was far more than
the amount of attention being devoted on the par-
ticular subject by investors, politicians, companies
directly impacted by them,” Dawani said. He con-
cluded - rightly - that there would be no escalation.

Virus unknowns
Executives at half a dozen firms providing risk

analysis for algo strategies told Reuters their
services were increasingly in demand, but
declined to give figures. But they acknowledged
limitations. Reactions to the coronavirus for
instance could be hobbled because the only
meaningful precedent is the 2003 SARS epidemic
which also coincided with the US invasion of Iraq.
Second, the pathogen and its dangers are rela-
tively unknown. Rosenberg said Geoquant’s China
Health Risk index was at record highs. That has
pushed up the firm’s Social Instability Risk index
for China, pressuring Chinese markets. However,
he said this correlation breaks down beyond short
periods. “The longer-term relationship between
Chinese Health Risk and equities, Chinese or
global, is basically zero,” he said. —Reuters

HONG KONG: A woman wears a plastic water bottle with a
cutout to cover her face on Friday as a preventative measure
following a virus outbreak which began in the Chinese city of
Wuhan. —AFP


